25th Super Bock Super Rock
18 – 19 – 20 JULY
Meco Beach, Sesimbra – South of Lisbon, Portugal
New line-up announcement:

Migos
July 20, Super Bock Stage
18-19-20 July
Herdade do Cabeço da Flauta, Meco - Sesimbra

Meco will welcome once again the greatest celebration of authentic music, on July this
year, on the 25th edition of Super Bock Super Rock. And because rock is not only a
genre but the affirmation of an attitude and a way to be in the world, hip-hop is one of
our bets for this year’s line-up. This announcement is a fine example of that: Migos,
one of the biggest phenomenons of our days, will be in Portugal for the first time on
July 20, on the Super Bock Stage, in Super Bock Super Rock.

MIGOS

Formed by a group of three friends, Quavo, Takeoff and Offset, Migos are one of the
most interesting hip-hop (and trap) projects of our days. Framed in the Southern
American hip-hop tradition and influenced by groups like Outkast and Hot Boys, this
Atlanta’s trio has had a meteoric rise from the moment they started making music
sometime in 2009 under the name of Polo Club. The name “Migos” would only surface
later in 2010. They released their first mixtape in 2012, “No Label”, having reached
worldwide recognition with their single “Versace”, which would become one of that
year’s songs, with Drake remixing it. After “No Label II”, their second mixtape, came
their first album, “Yung Rich Nation”. On that year, Migos stood out with the single
“Look at My Dab”, an authentic viral dance phenomenon across the world. Despite
their success, the trio kept their ambition and began preparing a trilogy. The first part
of “Culture” was released in 2017 and soon reached first place on the Billboard 200
Chart. Their success was not only commercial because the album also got them a
Grammy nomination. “Culture II” saw the light of the day in 2018. The album features
collaborations of names such as Pharrell Williams, Zaytoven, Murda Beatz, Metro
Boomin and even Kanye West. “Supastars” and “Stir Fry” are some of the album’s
strongest tracks. The third and last part of this trilogy is about to be released and this

will certainly be a show to remember, on July 20, Super Bock Stage, on the 25th
edition of Super Bock Super Rock.
About Super Bock Super Rock:
Super Bock Super Rock presents a cohesive, consistent lineup on its 25th edition,
thought for good music lovers, always attentive to the trends of the moment, including
the big names and also presenting emerging talents, both Portuguese and
international.
Three days of Music in a relaxed atmosphere next to the Meco beach at a walking
distance from the Albufeira Lagoon.
A place known for its beaches and often associated with relaxing moments.
For its 25th edition, Super Bock Super Rock returns to the idyllic setting of Meco,
where some of the most memorable editions of its history have been held.
For this edition, Super Bock Super Rock offers free camping for the 3-day Pass holders
from the previous Wednesday [17 July] to Sunday [21 July] and the festival goers will
be able to enjoy a festival on a natural and green vegetation carpet.
There will also be free buses to the beach which will take the route between the
Festival and Meco Beach, in order to avoid the need to use own transportation by the
public who, having acquired the 3-days pass, will opt for the free camping of the
Festival.
Counting with the important partnership of Sesimbra Town Hall, Super Bock Super
Rock returns to the Herdade do Cabeço de Flauta, at Lagoa de Albufeira - Meco - Cabo
Espichel, an area with unique and breathtaking landscapes, including some of the
patrimonial, environmental and landscape values of the region, such as the Sanctuary
of Cape Espichel, dinosaurs footprints or Little Lagoon.
Having Super Bock Super Rock in this location is a way to show all the tourism potential
of this site, being a stimulus for local economy based on hotels, catering and adventure
activities linked to the sea and Serra da Arrábida.
The 25th edition of Super Bock Super Rock will be a great celebration! Of the
longevity of the Festival, and of what matters most, Music.
The second batch of tickets is on sale at Festicket, with the 3 day pass at the price of
110€ and the daily ticket at 58€.

New names to be soon revealed.

Already announced:
18 July
Super Bock Stage – Lana Del Rey, The 1975, Cat Power
EDP Stage - Metronomy, Calexico and Iron & Wine
19 July
EDP Stage – Kaytranada, Charlotte Gainsbourg, FKJ
20 July
Super Bock – Migos, Disclosure DJ Set, ProfJam
EDP Stage – Masego, Superorganism

Ticket Information
Ticket prices:

Full Pass – 110€
Daily Ticket – 58€
Where to Buy

Festicket

